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One day, an American on the verge of converting to Islam said to one of the editors, Please, I fear I
am about to make the biggest mistake of my life. Please give me one solid reason not to convert.
This is the book Joel Richardson wishes he had at that moment. Powerful, often shocking but
always heartfelt, these essays from over a dozen individuals who have left Islam -- often in fear for
their lives -- are remarkable for their honesty. The stories of how these men and women freed
themselves from this repressive and brutal religion are not just inspirational, but present a searing
challenge to those Westerners determined to perpetuate the Islam is a religion of peace myth at all
costs.
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Why We Left Islam: Former Muslims Speak Out was not what I had expected it to be. The book
itself is a collection of first-person accounts from individuals who, in some capacity or another, were
previously involved in the Muslim religious community. I expected a comprehensive, globalised,
overview of the atrocities perpetuated by Islam the world over; essentially, a macro-view of Islam's
role in world politics, coupled with discussion of individual experiences in the religion and
ideology.There are about twenty individual accounts. Some are written better than others; the

introductory five are really the most well-written in the entire book. The editing can be a little dodgey,
but the overall writing quality is good.It is necessary to contextualize my review, because my
personal politics dictate to me how I feel about this book. As a self-identifying atheist, I am
comfortable with directly addressing the uglier aspects of religious and theological thought.This is
very much a book where one finds what one is looking for: individuals who are stringently
anti-Islamicization are going to find more fodder for their beliefs, while those who belief Muslims are
marginalized will find support for that, too.Upon its release, Why We Left Islam was regarded as
extremely controversial, because all of the testimonies brought forth are less than favorable. Most
recount sheer barbarism in the name the religion: excessive misogyny, physical abuse, and sheer
terror are all consistently perpetuated upon the writers. Each experience in the book is written by
separate individuals, yet they maintain the same themes: subjugation of women, tunnel-visioned
ignorance, and blind hatred towards the West.Thoughtfully approaching this book is absolutely
imperative.
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